They have this painting by Ms. Jiha Moon in the (John) Wilson Building on Pennsylvania here and to me it looks like “Dinosaurs On the Brain” and it reminds me of a piece I’d seen by famous David Hockney and I got the impression that maybe they’re bio-related (like no one would ever guess about Michael and Philip, for instance.)

Below is a self-portrait of Hockney and a little brol of her I’d put there and below that a color picture of her which of course I hope she doesn’t mind, -- that she’s too busy painting to do so!
David Hockney, 1977, from "David Hockney, the Biography, 1975-2012" by Christopher Simon Sykes 2014

This is the Moon / Hockney post!
I found this in a book about art in the City Hall John A. Wilson Building. To me it represents that a brain with the Autism-psychopathy has those “invisible dinosaurs” from goit over accidentally extincting the dinosaurs by methodically smashing the baby-eggs.

Today’s underground “food-way” is from covering-up about that “war” and I’ve been trying to explain that admitting about the errors in Prehistory is the only way to get things repaired so to not become extincted by this bizarre stop-gap system of fertilizing disembodied ovaries.